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Thank you for submitting a request for the use of the conference/seminar rooms in Williams Hall. 
Please take a moment to review some of the details and guidelines regarding the use of the space: 

Description of Space: 

The conference/seminar rooms are equipped with technology that will allow display of presentation and 
sound via HDMI and/or VGA connection.  

The space that you have reserved, Rooms 440 and/or 450 each seat 10 conference style and has the 
following: 

 65” LED Display Monitor 

 Credenza 

 HDMI/VGA Cables (do not remove cables from space) 

 Wall control panel for access to technology 

 Polycom Phone Access Jack (jack labeled with a green dot)  

 House phone for calling within Lehigh University 

 Wall mounted dry erase board (bring markers/eraser) 

 Beautiful wooden (trees from hurricane) conference table with 10 high-back chairs 

 Instructions for using the space and the technology (inside the credenza) 

 
The meeting spaces are not equipped with computers. Laptops may be reserved through Fairchild 
Library Circulation Desk: 610-758-3070; Mac users should bring an adapter for the HDMI/VGA. 

 
Fees:  
“University recognized” groups will not be charged for the use of the space. However, other fees may apply 
(microphones, catering and ABM). For “non- recognized” university group fees please visit our website. 
 
Furniture: 
All of the existing furniture in the space should remain. If there is a need for additional chairs, there may be extra 
chairs available in the “Furniture Storage” Room or through ABM (contact “inwmhall” or call 610-758-5748 to 
gain access to furniture storage room 030). As a reminder, the space must be reset to its “standard” layout at the 
end of the meeting/event. 
 
The reserving party is responsible for all work orders (send set up and clean up requests to “inrse@lehigh.edu), 

clean up and space reset. Please copy inwmhall@lehigh.edu on any work orders submitted. Tables, chairs and 
floors must be wiped clean and trash receptacles must be emptied to avoid cleaning and reset charges. It is the 
responsibility of the office reserving the space to address any technical issues (with LTS) or room set-ups 
(ABM) that may arise. It is strongly suggested that the person who will facilitate the meeting/event confirm a 
time to attend a review session of the space and technology, which is held on Wednesdays between 2:00 - 3:00 pm.  
  
Please feel free to contact this office via email (inwmhall) or call (610-758-5748) with any questions.  Thank you. 
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